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Overview

It was a good year for grocery. Right? 

As COVID-19 barreled into our daily lives, Americans panic-grabbed their favorite products - or whatever was left - 
off shelves across the country. Household budgets for Saturday dinners out were reallocated to massive grocery 
bills so we could #stayhome. We woke up early, donned our homemade PPE, and stood in line for toilet paper - or 
we downloaded Instacart and hoped our shopper would successfully elbow others out of their way to win us a roll or 
two. 

The rush on hand sanitizer, toilet paper, flour - these are the stories of COVID consumption you already know. But 
you’re all insight-ed out. You’ve read the COVID stories from the big brands, and those aren’t relevant to you, so let’s 
take a new perspective. What can we learn with our lens on the smaller CPG brands? Did we cope with pandemic 
panic with a dessert or a drink? Did we bother with nutrition labels or did we just grab the cheapest item on the 
shelf? Did small brands lose out due to supply issues? Or did they win more shelf space to hold their own against 
larger brands? 

As it turns out, leaving your local big box retailer with a trunkful of toilet paper, antibacterial wipes and three-
month’s supply of canned soup may not have been the strangest purchase of your year. Read on to see what kind 
of consumption COVID drove us to in 2020 - and what that could mean for small brands in 2021.

In this report you will learn… 

• How small CPG businesses fared against large CPG businesses 

• The retail strategies that were most effective for the brands that fared best 

• What our quarantine consumption behaviors may reveal about consumption trends for 2021 - and how 
small brands can put themselves ahead of that curve



The CPG market grew by 15%1 in 2020 (compared to the same period in 2019, when we were living blissfully 
unmasked and ignorant of what was to come). 15% industry growth sounds like a whopping success story, but 2020 
wasn’t better than 2019 for every CPG business. On the contrary, 2020 presented a series of challenges for every CPG 
manufacturer, big and small. While some improvised, adapted, and overcame, others…did not.  

When we look at growth by manufacturer size relative to total CPG market growth month over month, we see that 
April and May were great for small CPG businesses - but then large companies regained the lead. Why, for example, 
did small brands grow over 6 points slower than the total CPG market in March, but then soar to 6.5 points above the 
industry average in April? Why did large brands follow almost exactly the opposite path, achieving 5 points above 
the industry average in March, only to bottom out to 5 points below the industry average in April?  

What happened?

The view from above

Over / Under market average change for small, medium, and large CPG businesses
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Nielsen total FMCG retailers, month by month 3/2020-10/2020 
Please see final page for more details on how we define small, medium and large businesses.
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What happened?

In January, consumers were purchasing an average of 56.8 brands (a decline of 4% compared to a 
year earlier). By March, consumers were purchasing an average of 70.3 brands, a 24% increase 
compared to a year earlier5. At the best of times, out-of-stock rates hover around 8%, but from 
January 30 to April 25, all this panic pantry buying led to out-of-stocks skyrocketing to 280%6. 
Products flew off the shelves faster than any manufacturer, distributor or retailer could keep them 
stocked, giving small brands a boost as consumers bought whatever was left.

Supply struggles 

🧻

Panic pantry buying
At the start of the outbreak, a rush on quarantine supplies sent total store sales up 21% during 
COVID. Households spent an additional 20% on groceries, and grocery bills rose on average an 
additional $808 per household annually2. Americans looked to fill their pantry and freezers; for 
example, more Americans stocked up on frozen foods, growing the category 27% year over year 

- that’s compared to less than 2% growth from 2018 to 20193. As promotions disappeared by April4, 
the cost gap between small and big brands closed, giving smaller brands the ability to compete 
against big brands on the same shelf.

🥫

Big brand loyalty
Increased out-of-stocks during the panic pantry shopping phase prompted an unprecedented 
(there’s that word again) 99.6% of shoppers to try a new brand. That included small CPG brands 
- 32.3% of US households tried a new small brand for the first time from March 14 to the end of 
April. The bad news, though, is that following May 1, only 11.6% of those same small brands were 
purchased again by that same shopper. Large brands won out instead - 19.5% of new large CPG 
brands purchased for the first time were bought again after May 17.

💖
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Healthy products fueled pandemic stress-baking

Baking supplies flew off shelves across the country as millions of us had no idea how to deal with our pandemic 
stress other than by recreating our favorite episodes of The Great British Bakeoff in our own kitchens. Baking supplies 
sales increased 36% year over year (after a 4% decline from 2018 to 2019)8, and 62%9 of households tried a new 
brand in baking supplies. Meanwhile, gyms shuttered. We worried for our waistlines. If we were going to stress-bake, 
we were going to assuage our guilt by purchasing the products at least marketed as healthy.

Retailers are missing the boat on the “natural” craze

Said Byzzer CEO Susan Dunn, “Small brands play a critical role in innovating and fulfilling consumer demand 
for health-conscious products. Many mainstream retailers are not keeping pace with assorting their shelves 

to match this demand. At Byzzer, we are ensuring small brands have the data they need to highlight these 
opportunities to retailers and win their rightful place on the shelf.”

Due to the strong demand and continued growth of “natural” products, products marketed 
this way are receiving an unjust 58% less than their fair share of shelf space10.🛒

50% growth



Small pet brands searched for a third way

Pet e-commerce sales increased by 164% year over year11, reflecting the larger dramatic shift from brick & mortar 
to online sales triggered by COVID. Shoppers also purposefully limited their visits to stores, and that impacted pet 
retail: Sale of pet products at mass retailers where shoppers could do their one-stop-shop increased 4%11. 

Many pet product manufacturers saw that consumers were shifting channels, so they shifted, too. Almost 24% of 
the manufacturers who sold only through brick & mortar retailers in 2018 and 2019 began selling through an online 
retailer for the first time in 202012. 

COVID put many small pet brands in a tough spot, though. In 2019, 13.8% of pet shoppers bought a small brand. 
During COVID, this dropped to only 2.8%13 as shoppers skipped the trip to their local neighborhood pet store where 
they were accustomed to discovering new small brands. If you’re a small pet brand looking to prioritize your 
relationships with your mom & pop pet shop partners over big online retailers while still reaching your target 
consumers, what are your options? In 2020, many brands are finding a third way: Direct-to-consumer (DTC). 

“We often think of small brands as the drivers of innovation 
and creativity, and small pet brands are no exception,” said 

Byzzer COO Troy Treangen. “Small pet brands need to 
upgrade their e-commerce and brick & mortar distribution, 

whether that’s trying out DTC or partnering with their retailers 
to innovate new omnichannel strategies. These new ideas 
are especially important in the post-COVID age to ensure 

they’re meeting their target consumers where they are at.”
Sales of live animals skyrocketed during COVID  

(to the delight of children everywhere).

Just for fun… 🐟 🐢 🐱
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Just a few of the small pet brands innovating their retail strategies

Is CBD the  
next big thing  

for pet products?

Find out now

https://byzzer.com/reports/deep-dive-a-new-frontier-in-spoiling-our-pets?utm_campaign=Deep%20Dive%20%7C%20We%20Love%20Our%20Pets%20%7C%2012.20&utm_source=COVID%20Consumption%20Report


Some products were helped by social distancing habits

Why wear makeup if you're not going out on the town? According to a study by consumer insights platform Suzy, 
31% of women claimed they stopped wearing makeup every day. Point of sale data reveals the same trend - 
cosmetics as a category dropped 13% in 202015. Fragrance in particular suffered a 10% drop15. Who needs to smell 
good if no one is coming within six feet of you?  

It wasn’t all doom and gloom for cosmetics brands during COVID, though. Nail products enjoyed a boom in sales 
as people avoiding the salon due to social distancing tried their best at-home manicures.

“COVID consumption patterns have proven a tough challenge to some and a boon for others,” said Byzzer CEO 
Susan Dunn. “The nail category is clearly benefiting from changing consumer habits. Small brands should 

leverage this insight with their retail partners to be sure nail-care shelf space is growing accordingly.”
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What beauty brands 
did TikTok make us 

buy this year?

Find out now

https://suzy.docsend.com/view/wdz5dxg
https://byzzer.com/reports/deep-dive-beauty-brands-tiktok-made-us-buy?utm_campaign=Deep%20Dive%20%7C%20Tik%20Tok%20Beauty%20Brands%20%7C%2012.20&utm_source=COVID%20Consumption%20Report
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Craft beer types by percentage of sales: What craft beer types are dominating category sales?

BelgianIPA Pale alePilsner RemainingSeasonalSpeciality

38% IPA 14% Speciality

Nielsen total FMCG retail data:  33 wks w/e 10/31/2020 vs 33 wks w/e 11/2/2019 vs 33 wks w/e 11/3/2018

Quarantined drinkers turned bitter

We’re not likely to shock anyone with the news that we shifted to at-home consumption of alcohol - with gusto. But 
how did small brands fare in comparison to the bigger guys? While large craft beer brands increased their share of 
category growth by an immense 36.5%16, taking a look at the types of craft beers dominating category sales now 
versus what trends the smaller brands are brewing can give us an indication of where the market may move.

12% Pilsner

Craft beer types by company size: What are small brands brewing?

Nielsen total FMCG retailers 3/14/2020-11/7/2020. Please see final page for more details on how we define small, medium and large craft beer businesses.
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“IPA dominates share of all craft beer sales today thanks to the small brands that laid the groundwork,” 
says Troy Treangen, Byzzer COO. “Keep an eye on the helles, hybrids, strong ales, and stouts on the shelves 

to see what could be ‘the next big thing’ in craft beer.”
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…and couldn’t get enough seltzer

Americans could not quench our relentless thirst for seltzer. This unprecedented demand was reflected in sales 
growth: Hard seltzer sales increased 137% since the same period in 2019 (and that’s in addition to the 176% 
increase in sales from 2018 and 2019)17. COVID-19 might have ruined the better part of the year for most 
Americans, but nothing could ruin our love affair with seltzer. 

Small seltzer brands - take heart! While the big dogs dominated sales in the category, the retail data proves that 
consumers are always on the hunt for new & exciting seltzers to try:

“Seltzer is a great example of how small CPG brands can market to a niche consumer, and then leverage that 
loyal community to grow the brand in a way that feels very organic as it spreads through channels like 

Instagram and word-of-mouth. It’s definitely a space where a small brand can make a big splash with bold 
and creative branding,” said Byzzer CEO Susan Dunn.

16%  
of shoppers bought 3 or more 

brands of hard seltzer18.

48%  
of seltzer shoppers tried a new 

brand during COVID18.

35%  
of those shoppers bought that 

new brand again18.

6 out of 10 
of the top-selling hard seltzer brands from 2020 year-to-date were from small manufacturers19.

What new “hard” 
beverages are  

on the rise? 

Find out now

https://byzzer.com/reports/deep-dive-what-drinks-did-we-spike-in-2020?utm_campaign=Deep%20Dive%20%7C%20We%20Spiked%20Everything%20%7C%2012.20&utm_source=COVID%20Consumption%20Report


Takeaways for small CPG businesses

1 

2 

3

Consumers tried lots of new products during COVID, but consumers also 
try new products every day, pandemic or no. Those big brands with data 
resources were able to win more loyalty during COVID, but that doesn’t 
mean small brands can’t, too, when armed with the data tools they need 
to understand their target consumers. Leverage the relevant retail data to 
know who these consumers are and what they care about to win their 
repeat business. 

…And they changed really fast during COVID. Fortunately, COVID won’t be 
forever (we hope), but tastes evolve quickly even during the best of times. 
It pays to be sensitive to shifting preferences. Manufacturers and brands 
need to know which way the wind is blowing so that they can rethink their 
product innovation as needed. 

While retailers understand their own data well, they may not keep a close 
eye on rest-of-market data - and in doing so, may miss out on win-win 
opportunities to distribute certain products or expand shelf-space. 
Manufacturers that equip themselves with this retail data can make a 
crystal clear case to a retailer where they are behind on critical growth 
opportunities - and show how your brand can remedy that. 

Get to know your consumers

Category preferences change fast

Retailers need these insights, too



The receipts

1. Our goal was to look at manufacturers that have had positive sales since 2018, so in order to define large, medium and small 

CPG businesses within these parameters, we removed any incoming and outgoing manufacturers since 2018 (16,424 brands), 

and then ranked the remaining manufacturers in FMCG markets from 3/17/2018-11/10/18. We treated private label separately 

and implemented a percentile rank based on sales to define the top third as Large (14 brands), middle third as Medium (73), 

and bottom third as small (38,957). We did not chop off the long tail due to the tremendous growth since 2018 of many smaller 

brands. To calculate over/under average market change, we looked at the data month by month as indicated in the footnote 

for the graph. To calculate YoY growth, we compared like windows - 3/16/2019-11/9/2019 vs 3/14/2020-11/7/2020. 

2. Nielsen Homescan Panel, Total Outlets, Total Basket Ring $, Total U.S.,  4 w/e 4/11/2020; from Nielsen Insights Series “Impact of 

COVID-19 on Consumer Purchasing Behavior”, May 2020.  

3. Nielsen total FMCG retail data 3/17/2018-11/10/2018 vs 3/16/2019-11/9/2019 vs 3/14/2020-11/7/2020. 

4. Nielsen total FMCG retailers, promoted dollar volume month by month 3/2020-10/2020 

5. Retail analytics; Nielsen Homescan 445 months ending 5/30/20 vs YAGO; from Nielsen Insight Series “Brand Loyalty: COVID-19’s 

Impact on How Customers Shop”, June 2020. 

6. Nielsen total FMCG retail data 2/1/2010-4/18/2020, from Nielsen Insight Series “Understanding COVID-19’s Impact and Outlook 

on FMCG”, Mar-Apr 2020  

7. Nielsen Homescan Panel Total Outlets from 3/14/20-4/30/20 vs 5/1/20-8/31/20 

8. Nielsen total FMCG retail data 3/17/2018-11/10/2018 vs 3/16/2019-11/9/2019 vs 3/14/2020-11/7/2020 

9. Nielsen Homescan Panel Total Outlets from 3/14/20-4/30/20 vs 5/1/20-8/31/20 

10. Nielsen total US FMCG retail data 3/14/20-10/31/20 

11. Nielsen total FMCG retail data 3/14/20-10/31/20 vs 3/16/19-11/2/19 

12. Nielsen total FMCG retail data, sum of brick & mortar sales 2018, 2019, 2020  

13. Nielsen Homescan Panel Total Outlets from 3/14/20-4/30/20 vs 5/1/20-8/31/20 

14. Nielsen total FMCG retail data 3/17/2018-11/3/18 vs 3/16/19-11/2/19 vs 3/14/20-10/31/20 

15. Nielsen total FMCG retail data 3/16/19-11/2/19 vs 3/14/20-10/31/20 

16. To calculate share of category growth, we looked at Nielsen total FMCG retail data 3/16/19-11/2/19 vs 3/14/20-10/31/20. To 

define small, medium and large craft beer brands, we removed any incoming and outgoing manufacturers since 2018, and 

then ranked the remaining manufacturers in craft beer businesses from 2/29/20-10/31/20. We implemented a percentile rank 

based on sales to define the top third as Large (4 brands), middle third as Medium (14), and bottom third as small (1,758). 

17. Nielsen total FMCG retail data 3/17/18-11/3/18 vs 3/16/19-11/2/19 vs 3/14/2020-10/31/20 

18. Nielsen Homescan Panel Total Outlets from 3/14/20-4/30/20 vs 5/1/20-8/31/20 

19. Nielsen total FMCG retail data 3/14/2020 to 10/31/20



Data and graphs are nice. 
Answers and actions are better.

Byzzer is the only retail platform powered by Nielsen that instantly 
shows small CPG brands & retailers what to do to sell more.

Get on the waitlist

https://byzzer.com/
https://byzzer.com/
https://byzzer.com/
http://byzzer.com?utm_campaign=Report%20%7C%20COVID%20Consumption%20%7C%2012.20&utm_source=COVID%20Consumption%20Report

